Instructions: Additional repeats beyond the 18-unit limit with all grades counting

NOTE: See the current University General Catalog for these policies: “Repeating Course”, “Repeats With Forgiveness”, “Additional Course repeats”, and Petitions for Additional Repeat With Forgiveness Units or for Additional Regular Repeat units” before filing a petition. Handwritten petitions will not be accepted. The petition must contain the recommendation and signature from a faculty advisor.

Additional repeats beyond the 18-unit limit with all grades counting
   (1) The campus policy is that up to 18-units can be repeated with both grades counting without any petitions.’
   (2) This policy applies to courses which were repeated in the Fall 2009 term or later.

The petitions for this type of request must provide:

1. The terms and grades and titles of courses that you have you already repeated—including those courses for which you have done grade replacements.

2. The terms and grades and titles of additional courses that you repeated.

3. The APC needs to have a clear understanding of why you feel that you should be permitted to go beyond the limit of 18 units of additional repeats.